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The Development of the Root in Botrychium teruafmn.

DOUGLASH. CAMPBELL.

(with plate IV.)
w

^
Among the peculiarities of the Ophiogh)ssacca^ distinguish-

ing them from the true ferns are the roots. These are much less
numerous, but of correspondingly greater size, onlv one root
being developed at the base of each leaf, and consequently, in
such forms as produce but one leaf annually, but one principal
root IS formed each year, though probablv several leaves are dc-
^eJope(l the first year, and a corresponding number of roots. On
account of the extreme shortening of the iuternodes of the stem,
^^tllch in large specimens of the species under consideration sel-dom reaches a length of more tiian two or three centimeters, the
roots arc much crowded.

The roots are thick and fleshy, and almost completely desti-
tute of root-hairs, thus differing verv much from most other pter-
mophytes, the older ones being sometimes 3mm. in diameter.
_

ney h^ive a thin brown epidermis in the vounsrer parts, becom-
ing in the older portions thicker and wrinkled,'forming with the
underlying tissue a tougii and ridged cortex.

Arising from the larger roots are smaller ones, formed in acro-
petal succession, but in smaller numbers than In the true ferns,
and not as distinctly two-ranked. Nothing was observed to indi-
cate that they arose dichotomoiislv, or in anv wav differently from
ine ordinary methods in other pteridophytes. "in some cases it
^\as evident that a lateral root had taken the place of the main
one, whose apex had apparently been in some way injured, and
n one case this had been rei)cated, two roots branching out tlu

gi

inf^^ f / supposed dichotomous branching of the roots was
n erred from some such cases Occasionally where secondary

^*>ots were developed very early, they al^o gave rise to lateral
^otlets, but this was not very common.

Longitudinal sections through the conical end of the root

dUt^'
^

V^^
^^^'^^' division of the young tis>ues, which a short

i^tance below the apex becomes very conspicuous. The growth
ue to the division of an apical cell of the usual form^ whose

of^ir^^^^'^
^^11'^ become differentiated into the permanent tissues

10 root. The root-cap differs in appearance from that of the
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true feriKs In the indistinctness of the layers of cells representing^

the successive segments of the apical cell, all traces of the strati-

fication so conspicnons in true ferns being very early lost* Oc-
cupying the center of the root is a cylinder of procambium cells,

and surrounding this, several rows of broader cells, with inter-

cellular spaces between their lateral walls. On account of the

air occupying the spaces, this zone of cells is very conspicuous
wlien the section is mounted in water. Lying outside of these

cells is a second /one of smaller cells destitute of intercellular

spaces, and surrounding the whole is the epidermis whose cell-

walls, very early, become brown in color, and form a continuous
thin brown covering over the end of the root. Some of the cor-

tical cells lying immediately underneath later have their walls

similarlv chaniJ^ed.

The apical cell (figure 1. a) is a nearly equilateral tetrahe-

dron in form, and the succession of segments seems to be per-

fectly regular. Each segment is formed by a wall parallel to

one of the faces of the apical cell, the cell thus formed being
tabular, with the broader faces triangular. The cap-cell Is the
last formed of each cycle of segments, and differs in its subse-
quent divisions from the three lateral segments. Each of the
latter is first divided into two nearly equal cells by a radial wall

(figure 2. a). In each of the cells thus formed atangetial wall
arises, dividing it into an inner and an outer cell, the former be-

ing the larger; and very soon after, the inner cell becomes fur-

ther divided by a second tangential wall into tw^o nearly equal
cells. Of the three cells into which each half of the original
segment is now divided, the Inner one gives rise to the central
procambium cylinder of the root; the middle one to the ground
tissue lying next the procambium, and probably to the whole, or
at any rate to a large part of the cortical parenchyma; from the
outer cell, the epidermis and possibly part of the cortical tissue.

I was unable to determine positively whether or not the outer
cell underwent any further division by w^alls parallel to the first

wall, that is, whether the cells derived from, this outer cell

formed more than one layer, or whether all the subsequent di-

vision walls were perpendicular to that first formed.
Tn the segments from which the root-cap is formed, the first

wall, as seen from above (figure 3, i), is parallel to one of the
sides of the triangular cell, dividing it into two unequal cells, an
elongated four-sided, and a triangular one. The former is

divided into two by a wall perpendicular to the first (figure 3.

Ii), before the other is divided. For a short time walls are
formed only at right angles to the broad faces of the segment, as
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ill true ferns. In the latter this remains permanent^ so that the
root-cap consists of a series of distinct strata or lamella^, each
eomposed of a single layer of cells, and representing a single
segment of the apical cell; but in Botrychium walls are soon
formed in all directions, and thus the original strata become so
merged as to obliterate completely the boundaries between thenu

In the lateral segments there are formed for some time walls
perpendicular to the broad faces only of the segments, so that
the latter remain for some time single layers of cells, the growth
of the segments being almost entirely lateral, and the vegetative
cone is thus rendered very obtuse. The first transverse walls are
formed in the outer cells, where they continue to form rapidly,

alternating with longitudinal walls and forming a small-celled
tissue whose cells are nearly cubical in form. Division does nut
occur so rapidly in the cells lying nearer the central part of the
root, and these are consequently of larger size; they also very
early show intercellular spaces. Those lying immediately in

contact with the procambium cells of the central cylinder are
narrower than the others and form the bundle-sheath, which,
however, never becomes very sharply differentinted.

The tissue derived from the innermost cells of the segments
IS composed of cells whose transverse divisions are very few as

compared with the longitudinal ones, and are therefore long and
narrow, this becoming very early marked and sharply separating
the central plerorae cylinder from the surrounding tissues. The
transverse partitions are usually oblique so that the cells have
niore or less pointed ends, forming the procambium (figure 1.

/5?> All of the young cells possess a large central nucleus
Trom which radiate protoplasmic threads, which with the peri-

pheral protoplasm of the cells contain numerous granules.

The root soon reaches nearly its full diameter, any further
growth being due to increase in the size of the cells^ and longi-
tudinal divisions cease, although for some time transverse walls
l<)rtn rapidly except in the procambium cells. These finally

cease and the subsequent lengthening of the root is due to the

elongation of its cells.

The epidermal cells become thicker walled, the walls at the
same time becoming brown, and the cells losing the greater part
or all of their contents.

The ground-tissue cells remain distinguishable into two por-
tions, although this is not so evident as in the younger parts
of the root. They develop great quantities of starch in small,

roundish or oval granules, these being especially numerous in

^he larger celled inner parenchyma.
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The dovelopmont of the different parts of the fibro-vascular

buiKlle is most readilv followed bv means of a series of trans-

verse sections. Such a section, made before any of the perma-

nent tissue is formed, shows that the young bundle is composed

of a mass of thin-wallcd cells whose diameter is very much less

than that of the surrounding ground-tissue cells^ so that the

young bundle is clearly defined (figure 4).

The first iiidication of the formation of permanent tissue is a

change in the walls of certain cells arranged in groups at the

periphery of the cylinder and at equal distances from each other

(figure 5. pli). Their walls become noticeably thicker and

strongly refractive, so that they are easily recognized. These

cells form the beginning of the })hloem masses of the complete

biuKlle. Shortly after the first phloem cells have become differ-

eniiated, there are formed at equal distances from them, also at

the outside of the bundle^ an equal number of groups, consisting

at first of two or three cells, whose M'alls become strongly thick-

ned, but appear opaque, so that they differ markedly from the

phloem cells. These are the primary tracheids and form the be-

ginning of the xylem (figure 5, xy),

A louizitudinal section of a bundle at this stagje sliows that

the primary tracheids are narrow ])ointed cells, with spirally

thickened walls, the spirals more or less confluent so as to form

reticulate markings (figure 7. /r).

The further development of the bundle proceeds very slowly,

the formation of permanent tissue continuing from the points at

the circumference toward the center. The secondary tracheids,

for there are no true vesseL, are frequently marked with bor-

dered pits, resembling more those of gymnosperms than the

scalariform markino-s of the vessels of ferns. Their formation

can be readily followed by making thin longitudinal sections at

points Avhere the bundle is not fully formed.

These markings begin by the thickening of the wall leaving

spaces of considerable size where the wall remains of its original

thickness. At this stage (figure 9), the wall appears marked
with large but shallow pits. As the thickening progresses,

while the bottom of the pit retains its original diameter, the

parts of the wall surrounding it grow over it so as to make the

pit assume more and more the form of an inverted cone. The
upper opening does not close up, but after it has reached a certain

size its walls cease to approach each other and the upper part of

the pit has the form of a short tube, so that the whole pit is like

an ordinary inverted funnel. On account of the uniform diam-

eter of the neck of the funnel, its outline, when seen from above,
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IS very sharply defiued ; whereas the outline of the base is much
laiiiter, ami the whole pit seen from above appears as a very
definite pit whose transverse diameter is the greater, surroundt 'd

by a much less distinet, but usuallv quite evident cirele marking
the original outline of the pit' (figures 8 to 10). In pro-
portion as the pits are more or less elongated and crowded, the
tracheid approaches more those of the ferns or ^ymnosperms. I
oould not certainly determine whether or not the bottom of the
pit was finally absorbed. There is a general correspondence in
the place of formation of pits on the adjacent walls of neighbor-
ing tracheids, but not so marked as is often the case. Some-
times the thickening of the wall is uniform between the pits, so
that they retain the form of unbordered pits.

Ihe bundles differ in form in the main and lateral roots.
In the former the mature bundle has a nearly triangular sec-
tion^ the xylem consisting of three radially placed oval masses
of tracheary tissue, with three masses of rather thick-walled,
imperfectly developed sieve tissue, constituting the phloems lying
oetween. The limits of the phloem masses are not very clear^
merging more or less into the thin-walled parenchyma, constitu-
ting the rest of the fibro-vascular cylinder. In the lateral roots
the bundle is oval in outline and the xylem and phloem in two
masses instead of three (figure 6). In neither case do the sep-
arate masses coalesce. In one case a very strong main root showed
tour instead of three xylem and phloem masses.

Ihe phloem con.sists of elongated cells of varying diameter,
some of the larger ones with the transverse walls only slightly
oblique, probably being undeveloped sieve-tubes. The rest of the
cells are narrower, with much more oblique walls, so that their
ends are often decidedly pointed; otherwise they differ but little
irom the surrounding parenchyma.

Explanation of Plate IV.— Fig. 1. Longitudinal section througli the
apex ot amain root of Botrychium tevnatum. X i-^O. a, apical cell. »r, pro-
cambium cylinder. r,root.c.p.

Th fi

^' '^•' '^^^"^^'^***^^ section through the region of tli3 epical cell. X l-^*^-

Ane hrst six lateral segments are numbered.
^^E' 3. Young segment of root cap, showing the first division ^valls, l

and ij. X 245.

.
*igs. 4-6. Transverse sections through the young bundle of a lateral root.

IS practically complete, j^A, phloem, j?/, xylem. X -^5.

Yg^-7. Longitudinal section of the bundle of a main root, of about the
age otFig. 6, showing the primary tracheids, ir, X 245.

.
*ig. 8, Longitudinal section through mature bundle of main root, show-

ng parta of two complete tracheids. X 500.
^ig. 9. Surface of the wall of a young tracheid, showing the early stages

^1 the bordered pits. X 500,
-^ig. 10. Section through the wall separating two tracheids with bordered

P«t«- X 500.
F ^


